SL-35 MILD BALANCED SURFACE CLEANER
(Intended for initial grout clean up)

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
SL-35 is a mild Ph balanced surface cleaner that can be used in a wide variety of applications. SL-35 makes initial clean up of epoxy grouts much easier. SL-35 is a low VOC friendly cleaner developed to be versatile with all types of glass, tile and stone products. SL-35 specialized blend of surfactants will not damage glazes or specialty sealers placed by the manufacturer on tile and or decorative stone products. SL-35 is highly recommended when grouting with Summitville’s S-500 Ultra Max system. Its specialized properties allow it to clean the surface and help provide smooth, crisp joints on all decorative glass, tile and stone products.

LIMITATIONS:
This product must not be used on direct food contact surfaces unless post rinsed with clean water. Do not mix with other household cleaners. Determining the suitability of this product for any use is the sole responsibility of the user. ALWAYS TEST FIRST! SL-35 is not to be used as an epoxy film remover after the epoxy has cured. See Summitville’s product SL-100 for cured epoxy removal.

APPLICATION:
For Cleaning Epoxy Grout: Use the material at full strength in order to maximize its effectiveness. Apply material using a bottle equipped with a spray applicator. SL-35 purchased in quart quantities is supplied with an applicator. Please follow the following recommendations for cleaning an epoxy system like S-500 Ultra Max. Allow the epoxy grout to stand for at least 20-25 min in the joint prior to using SL-35 for initial clean-up. Note: Wide joints such as 0.5” and larger, caution should be taken when cleaning not to gouge or remove material from the joint. In this case, the joint may need to cure for 45 minutes before starting initial clean-up. The use of rubber or other impervious gloves is recommended for personnel performing continuous hand cleaning operations.

COVERAGE:
One gallon covers approximately 120 to 200 square feet of surface depending upon texture, absorption, thickness applied and number of coats needed.

PACKAGING:
SL-35 Mild Balanced Surface Cleaner is available in:
1-quart plastic containers with applicator